COMMITTEE REPORT PROPOSAL
(Require majority vote of those voting)

ADM 2g – Enrollment change for Lake County

(FRONTIER LEAGUE)

Amend the CLOC Committee Report to read:
___
yes

___
no

Amend the CLOC report to read:
The count number I presented to CHSAA for 2018-2020 cycle was 264. The CDE count
number sent in by our district for Lake County High School was 307.
Only 264 students at LCHS are eligible for CHSAA competition for 2017-2018 school year
and beyond. The additional 43 students are part of the DOOR Alternative program that is
housed at LCHS.
This alternative program has always been a part of LCHS count in years past, however,
this year we are transitioning this program to an AEC (Alternative Education Campus) and
the students are not eligible to compete in CHSAA activities.
I was unable to get the official CDE count number of 307 until after the deadline and had
given an approximate estimate.
When I found out this CDE number of 307, I contacted Rhonda and have been in
communication with her on next steps.
Ultimately, I believe the 264 count number is accurate and if given a choice, would like to
keep I there.

Rationale

Last year LCSD Board of Education passed a new graduation pathway for our alternative
program. This changed the program from credit recovery to competency based. In years
past they have always been a part of our CHSAA count as they could prove CHSAA eligibility
(LCHS is under option A). At the beginning of this year, we began our transition of making
our alternative program its own alternative campus. Part of this transition is the
competency based curriculum. This consists of online curriculum and competency tests.
With this new program and lack of credits, we informed the students in this program they
would not be eligible to compete in CHSAA at the beginning of this year. We plan to keep
this standard for the program. With this new transition, I have not included these 43
students on any eligibility lists. I had asked our District Office for a count number several
times so I could meet CHSAA count deadline. In order to get a number in for CLOC, I was
forced to give the estimate of 264. When I received the email from our district the second
week in November with 307 as the CDE number, I was surprised and confused. When I
asked for an explanation and why it was 264, they informed me that until our alternative
program gets an official school code, those students must be reported for funding purposes
to CDE under the LCHS school code.

Pros

If it is decided to stay with 264 count, Lake County High School will be in the appropriate
size classification. 264 is the accurate number for eligible students at LCHS for 2018-2020
cycle. Regardless of decision, the 43 students in alternative program will not be eligible to
compete.

Cons

None.

